Abstract. Among the ways of energy transfer by conduction is that of molecular interaction, in which the greater motion of a molecule at a higher energy level (temperature) imparts energy to adjacent molecules at lower energy levels. This type of transfer is present, to some degree, in all systems in which a temperature gradient exists and in which molecules of a solid, liquid, or gas are present. So, in heat transfer, the thermal conductivity of a substance is an intensive property that indicates its ability to conduct heat In particular in the building sector. The thermal flux is often measured with a mathematical analysis but for the same material, on the other hand the estimate will be disruptive and sometimes very difficult when the material changes. In this paper, a single equation for predicting heat flux of different materials is given.
Introduction
According to the Second Law of Thermodynamics, heat transfer is only possible in the direction from higher temperatures to a lower one. It becomes zero if temperatures are equal. The heat loss through an envelope should therefore be proportional to the difference Temp (inside) -Temp (outside), or to a positive power of it for small differences. For a simple formula, a linear dependence on temperature difference is sufficient. Accepting further that heat loss grows linearly with the surface. Knowing how heat "flows" inside a structure is significant for designers to make sure that the structure will perform its intended heat conduction function properly [1] . Several works are interested in the conduction heat transfer in several materials and several domains [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , and other works are interested in convective heat transfer and conduction convection coupling [12] [13] . Irrespective of the mode of heat transfer, the researcher is interested in the energy flow through which is diffused by this building material among the most important physical and thermal properties there is thermal conductivity. In this work, we will vary the conductivity thermal analysis of four different materials: wood, concrete, brick and granite, and mathematical calculation of the thermal flux to find a point cloud that helps us to use Lagrange's polynomial interpolation method to develop a only correlation to estimate the heat flux diffused by one of these four materials proposed at all times.
Geometric configuration

Fig. 1. Schematic of the studied configuration
To simplify the problem, assume that:
 Heat transfer is in the direction of decreasing temperature (basis for minus sign). 
Objectives
We can express our aim for this study in the following points:  study of heat transfer by conduction in different types of material  Studied the effect of thermal conductivity on thermal flux and conduction heat transfer in different types of material  Prediction of the Heat flow for different construction materials.
Mathematical model
The differential form of the Fourier's Law of heat conduction is
where q is the local heat flux, λ is the thermal conductivity, and T is the local temperature. The Fourier's law is very simple in mathematics and has been widely used in engineering applications and in most scientific research at life scale, even though it is only an empirical relationship. Experience leads us to believe that as e increases Φ should get smaller. All of these lead to the generalization (made by Fourier in 1807). A more useful quantity to work with is the heat transfer per unit area, defined as:
where:
the quantity q is called the heat flux and its units are W/m 2 . The expression in (2) can be written in terms of heat flux as:
for one-dimensional heat conduction (temperature depending on one variable only), we can devise a basic description of the process.
The heat transfer rate in at the left (at x) is:
the heat transfer rate on the right is
using the conditions on the overall heat flow and taking the limit as dx approaches zero we obtain
if λ is constant (i.e. if the properties independent of temperature), this reduces to
or (using the chain rule) (10) equations (9) or (10) describe the temperature field for quasi-one-dimensional steady state (no time dependence) heat transfer. We now apply this to our example.
For this configuration (Figure1), the area is not a function of x, i.e. S = constant. Equation (10) thus became
equation (13) is an expression for the temperature field where A and B are constants of integration. For a second order equation, such as (11), we need two boundary conditions to determine A and B. One such set of boundary conditions can be the specification of the temperatures at both sides of the slab as shown in Figure, say T (0) = Tc; T (e)=Tf.
The condition T (0) = Tc implies that b = Tc. The condition Tf = T (e) implies that Tf = A e + Tc, or
with these expressions for a and b the temperature distribution can be written as
this linear variation in temperature is shown in Figure 2 for a situation in which Tc > Tf.
Fig. 2. Temperature distribution through a slab
The heat flux q is also of interest. This is given by
There is an electrical analogy with conduction heat transfer that can be exploited in problem solving. The analog of Q is current, and the analog of the temperature difference, Tc -Tf, is voltage difference. From this perspective the slab is a pure resistance to heat transfer and we can define
where the thermal resistance is given by: 
Procedure of Simulation
Of course the only mode of heat transfer is conduction but the resistance of the different materials change despite us being interested at the moment when the temperature gradients are equal, due to change in thermal conductivity.
Then, firstly, the thermal flux of each material is calculated mathematically to obtain a cloud of points. then the polynomial interpolation technique will be used to develop a correlation that aggregates all thermal transfer diffusion data in all materials regardless of thermal conductivity.
Mathematical model for The Lagrange polynomial Interpolation Method
The Lagrange interpolating polynomial is the polynomial of degree ≤ (n-1) that passes through the n points (x1, y1=f(x1)) , (x2, y2=f(x2)) , ..., (xn, yn=f(xn)), the interpolation polynomial in the Lagrange form is a linear combination [14] and is given by : 
Results and Discussion
The polynomial interpolation points
We wish to find the polynomial interpolating the points (1.75, 201.25) , are given data points, then the cubic polynomial passing through these points can be expressed as,
We would have the four basis polynomials
We can see that each term is of degree three, so the entire sum has degree at most three.
The polynomial P(x) given by the above formula is called Lagrange's interpolating polynomial and the functions Eq. 
Heat flow correlation
Methodology testing
Our model comparison has demonstrated that different structures material can be useful in evaluating heat flow transmission In any chosen material with this equation (see fig.3 ) Fig. 3 . Comparative study between the exact and approximate solution to estimate the heat flux for different materials
Conclusion
Knowing how heat "flows" inside a structure is significant for designers to make sure that the structure will perform its intended heat conduction function properly. This paper describes the principle and the process of defining an optimal topology for heat conduction.
Predictive simple correlation (Eq 30) was developed to estimate the Heat flow by the Lagrange interpolation method for each material: wood, concrete, brick and granite And even for all materials that have their thermal conductivity which varies between [0.12, 1.75] W/m·K. Due to their simplicity and reliability it is very straightforward to use in practice.
